DATASHEET

Drummond-Certified, Applicability Statement 2 (AS2)
Module for EFT™ Enterprise
CONNECT, DELIVER, VALIDATE, AND ACKNOWLEDGE
EDI DATA MESSAGES
Transfer EDI files over AS2
The Drummond-certified Applicability Statement 2 (AS2) module gives
EFT™ Enterprise the ability to transfer data using the AS2 protocol. AS2 is
widely used to transfer Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) messages, but may
be used to transfer other types of data. AS2 specifies how to connect, deliver,
validate, and acknowledge data, and creates an envelope for a message,
• Exchange EDI messages, XML, flat
files, spreadsheets, and CAD/CAM
data.
• Drummond certified
• Supports inbound AS2 Multiple
Attachments (MA)
• Supports Reliability Profile

which is then sent securely over HTTP or HTTPS.

Communicate with major trading networks
Communicate with major trading networks already in place, such as Walmart,
Target, Lowe’s, Dollar General, and many others. The AS2 module uses
industry-standard HTTPS, allowing you to communicate with multiple trading

• Automatically triggers upload event

partners without the cost and learning curve associated with proprietary

• Transactions appear in reports and
in EFT Status Viewer

protocols or dedicated lines. The AS2 module supports transfer resume, data
integrity checking, message signing, message disposition/receipt notification

• Manually resend failed transactions
in Status Viewer

(MDN), and Non-Repudiation of Receipt (NRR).

• Automated success/failed
notifications

Replace value-added networks
Replacing value-added networks reduces or eliminates the high costs
associated with dedicated lines. The AS2 module’s guarantee of transmissions
both of the data itself and the fact that it was sent at a specific time by a
specific entity provides a secure, reliable method for transmitting EDI, XML or
other documents. The AS2 module is Drummond certified, which guarantees
interoperability with other AS2 compliant systems.

EFT™ can act as sender or receiver
EFT can initiate AS2 file transfers as an AS2 Sender, or accept AS2 requests
from clients as an AS2 receiver. The client outlines how the data should be
handled and how the server should respond to the client with a confirmation

receipt. The server validates the integrity of the
data once received and provides the requested
acknowledgement or MDN to the client. Further nonrepudiation is achieved by the client acknowledging
the fact that it received the receipt from the server.

Easy to use
EFT Enterprise with the AS2 module makes AS2
transfers in your organization a breeze with step-bystep wizards and validation tools for testing partner
connections. Easily initiate AS2-send transactions
using hot folders, scheduled events, or custom
triggers. Transaction monitoring tools let you identify
and resolve problem transactions, and detailed
reports provide detailed analysis of all transactions.
Contact Globalscape to secure your transfers
today!

www.globalscape.com

ABOUT GLOBALSCAPE
Globalscape is an innovative software company
that secures mission-critical exchanges of data
across multiple platforms - including remote and
mobility solutions - for businesses worldwide.
Through superior software, standards compliance
and experienced, reliable support, Globalscape
secures information exchange for individuals, global
enterprises, governments, and small and medium
enterprises across a wide range of industries.

